Division

In Year 6, we will be dividing 4-digit
numbers by one-digit numbers
using short division. Considering
the remainders and how we should
present them, depending on the
context of the question.

At Home

The following activities are ideas for
how your child can practise their
maths at home:
• Practising quick recall of all times
table up to 12x 12 and the related
division facts.
• Playing on maths games such as
those on www.topmarks.co.uk- e.g. Hit
the Button to help improve quick recall
of number facts, times tables and
division facts.

We will also be learning to divide
using the long multiplication
method. Finding answers with and
without remainders.

If you have any questions about your
child’s maths learning or how you can
support them at home, please do ask
your child’s teacher.
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Place Value

In Year 6, we focus on the place value
of numbers up to 10,000,000 We add
and subtract numbers with more than
four-digit numbers and multiply and
divide numbers with up to four digits
Phone: by
325.555.0125
two-digit numbers.
This leaflet summarises your child’s
learning in terms of written calculations.
Our full calculation policy, which gives
further information and includes mental
strategies, is available on our website.

Addition
In Year 6, we will use column addition to:

*Add numbers with more than four
digits in a range of contexts, including
adding more than two values. We will
use our understanding of place value
to ensure our columns are aligned
correctly.

Subtraction

We will start by recapping the extended
decomposition method to ensure the
children understand the process and
exchanging of numbers to allow for
subtraction to take place.

Multiplication

We will use short multiplication to
multiply numbers with up to four
digits by a one-digit number and to
multiply numbers with up to twodecimal places by a one-digit number.

We will then use column subtraction to
subtract increasingly large and complex
numbers, in a range of contexts.

*Add numbers with differing amounts
of decimal places, ensuring the
decimal place is aligned correctly. We
will also fill in empty columns with
zeros to acknowledge the place value.

We will also use this method to subtract
decimals, including a mixture of whole
numbers and decimals, ensuring we
align the decimal point correctly.

We will use long multiplication to
multiply number with up to four-digits
by two-digit numbers.

